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What Do You Mean, Speed Fairings?

optimistic advertising claims, plus a few wild-eyed per- sonal testimonials, I .... leased an important and helpful book for aviation me- chanics and students. 
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What Do You Mean, "Speed" Fairings? By Dave Kenney, EAA 9055 Photos by the Author



long with the more controversial topics of discussion A and the like, this question is raised with monotonous



regularity. Opinion appears to be fairly equally divided between the proponents (including a couple of fixedgear plane manufacturers) who would have you believe that the effect of wheel fairings is not unlike that of a Jato bottle, and the opponents who believe the effect, if any, is on the negative side. Everyone seems to agree however, that a sharp set of wheel fairings can do wonders in dressing up almost any old clunker. Having nothing more scientific to go on than those optimistic advertising claims, plus a few wild-eyed personal testimonials, I decided that not only would my Ercoupe look real jazzy with wheel fairings (otherwise known as — you should pardon the expression — "pants") but should be good for a healthy 10 mph gain in cruising speed. The complicated suspension and the unusually long oleo action of the Ercoupe main gear presented a rather formidable design challenge, but this was solved by articulating the entire main gear fairing so that it moves with the wheel throughout its travel and remains parallel to the fuselage HRP at all times. This arrangement allows for optimum wheel streamlining and in no way compromises the rugged shock absorbing characteristics of the gear. The nose wheel fairing is a simple split-shell arrangement which clamps to the nose wheel fork in two halves, permitting easy removal for nose wheel inspection. All fairings are of molded fiberglas construction and the total weight, including all linkages, bolts, clamps, etc., is 12 pounds.



Before flight testing the installation was permitted, the plane had to be certified in the experimental category since it was the first time, apparently, that an Ercoupe had been modified in this manner and there was some question as to the effect it might have on the plane's flight and control characteristics. The local FAA representatives were very cooperative at all times and the experimental phase was completed with surprisingly few difficulties. The modification passed all flight tests successfully and Paul Gibson from the Los Angeles FAA Engineering Branch, who test flew the plane prior to issuing the STC number, reported that he was unable to detect any changes in trim, stability or control. During the experimental phase I conducted a series of comparative speed runs, duplicating conditions (altitude, air temperature, power settings, gross weight, etc.) as closely as possible with and without the fairings, to determine how much in cruise was gained — or lost. Considering all the money and effort I had sunk into the project, I wasn't exactly elated with the results. Net gain: 3 mph. So what happened to the anticipated 10 mph? Digging through old NACA report files recently, I came across several reports that answer the question very nicely. Back in the mid-thirties a series of full-scale wind tunnel tests were made with various types of wheels and landing gear configurations, and the results were compiled in NACA Reports TR-485, TR-518 and TR-522. These tests showed that the drag of an unfaired wheel 25 in. in diameter and 8V£ in. wide was 6.2 lbs. at 80 mph, and only 2.9 lbs. when enclosed in a



Nose wheel fairing, left hand side, molded to enclose Ercoupe semi-fork.



Main gear and fairings in fully extended position, as it is in flight.
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typical "tear drop" fairing, amounting to a reduction in drag by a factor of 6.2/2.9 or 2.14. Since the coefficient of drag will be about the same for all wheels of similar diameter to width proportion, the drag can be computed directly as a function of the wheel's frontal, or cross-sectional area. From the empirical data determined by the NACA tests, the drag of the average aircraft wheel will be about 4.5 lbs. per square foot of frontal area at 80 mph. Total frontal area of the nose and main gear wheels of the Ercoupe is 1.74 sq. ft. and the drag at 80 mph is therefore 1.74 x 4.5 = 7.8 lbs. Dividing this figure by 2.14, the drag for the wheels in faired configuration is 3.7 lbs., amounting to an overall reduction in drag of 7.8 — 3.7 = 4.1 lbs. Since my 'coupe normally cruises out 100 mph on the button, and since drag increases in direct proportion to the square of the velocity, the drag reduction at cruise speed will be 4.1 x (100/80)2 = 6.4 lbs. The total drag of the airplane at 100 mph, running the 75 horses at 75% power and using a typical prop efficiency of 82%, can be computed by the following equation: BHP X Pr X n X 375 D =



Where BHP is the rated engine horsepower P,, is the percent of power required n is propeller efficiency V is aircraft TAS in mph The drag of the entire plane under the above conditions is thus computed to be approximately 173 lbs. with unfaired wheels, and 173 — 6.4 = 16G.6 lbs. with the fairings. Substituting this last figure back into the foregoing equation, the new velocity of the plane comes out at about 104 mph, not too far off the actual test results of 103 mph. By boiling down the above computations and combining all possible constants, the increased cruise TAS at 75% throttle possible by the addition of wheel fairings to any plane can be determined as follows: BHP x V x 617



V, =



BHP x 617 — V3 x .001 X A



Where V is the normal cruise TAS in mph V, is the increased cruise TAS in mph A is total unfaired wheel frontal area in sq. ft. In comparing notes with Miles Bostic, who has equipped his high performing Cougar with an exceptionally slick set of fairings, this method appears to be fairly accurate in predicting improved performance when applied to the hot jobs as well. Although his Cougar operates in a considerably higher speed regime and the speed gained should increase proportionally, his much smaller wheel frontal area diminishes the total amount of drag reduction possible by the use of fairings and as a result, he too has to settle for about a 3 mph gain. Now that wheel pants can at least be shown mathematically to offer some advantage, and can henceforth be referred to as "speed fairings" by one and all with a straight face, the only question remaining is how in the heck do you put air in the tires with the blamed things on? A



Book Review Aero Publishers, Inc. of Los Angeles, Calif., has released an important and helpful book for aviation mechanics and students. Titled "CIVIL AIR REGULATIONS AND REFERENCE FOR MECHANICS", this revised 16th edition contains all Federal Aviation Agency regulations applicable to mechanics working on either the structural part (airframe) or the engine (powerplant) of an aircraft. Included are C.A.R. "parts" 1, 3, 4a, 4b,



5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 18, 24, 35, & 43.



It tells explicitly what a mechanic must do, can do, or cannot do when he is constructing, repairing, or maintaining any type of airplane, glider, or rotorcraft, and their powerplants. For those desiring to become aviation mechanics, a section of the book covers information about the necessary mechanical knowledge, experience, skill requirements and examination procedures (this is a complete reprint of Civil Aeronautics Manual No. 24 in which is listed a few sample test questions and answers.; There are also 250 check questions for mechanics to test their knowledge, some sample forms that all must be acquainted with, inspection procedures, and instructions for a mechanic to obtain an "Inspection Authorization". This new 152 page book is a large 7 Mt x 10% size, and is available in attractive hard binding at $4.50, and also



in heavy paper covers at $3.00. It can be obtained from bookstores, airport supply dealers, or by mail from AERO PUBLISHERS, INC., 2162 Sunset Blvd., Los Angelei 26, California.
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What you do, what you say Has a lot to do in how you live ... - locos26 

What you do, what you say. Has a lot to do in how you live today. What you want, and what you make,. Everybody knows it's only what you take. What you see ...
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What Would You Do? - Libertes & Internets 

13 janv. 2012 - ... is a term used in â€œStar struction of Iran's nuclear facilities at think that this ... rael take a lethal buller in the name to preserve Israel's existence.
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Do You Hear What I Hear? - Uhaweb 

Horn in F. Noel Regney & Gloria Shayne. Arranged by Jay Lichtmann. Moderato = 108. 2 bell tone simile solo. * 1 . ame, . 9 - . . Ñ‚Ñ€ qe. < â€¢. # ? oâ€¢ I â€¢. â€¢ â€¢ â€¢ â€¢ â€¢ ..â€¢â€¢. B.
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What do you like to do in the future? 

I want to be a mechanic (k) / a cook / a chef /. A nurse / a midwife / an eye doctor / a surgeon /. A plumber (b) / a brick-layer / an electrician / a house painter.
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I MEAN YOU 

voixpia. I MEAN YOU. 7. THELENIOUS MONK. 14. 21. Harmonica. Piano. Harm. Harm. Pia. Pia. Harm. Pia..............
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4 â€œWhat do you want to do?â€� she said. â€œWhatever you want to do 

The ample bowl of demons and of men,. There lurks ... â€œIs it wrong for the man to be considerate towards his partner?â€� ..... -a female victim persecuted by a villain.
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Brown Bear, brown bear, what do you see? 

Vocabulaire: A pink bird. A red duck. An orange cat. A blue horse. A yellow dog. A green bear. A black sheep. A white fish. A brown monkey. A purple frog.
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WHAT DO YOUth THINK? 

7 avr. 2011 - DEVELOPMENT in your community, your region, your Baie-des-Chaleurs. Photo by: Emily Caissy. ANY IDEA IS A GOOD IDEA! Cost = $0 ...
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What teenager are you 

1) Your mother shouts at you because you haven't tidied your bedroom a) You are ... c) You stay with your friends ... have good sides, fortunately, but in your ...
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How do you say ____? 

Je suis dÃ©solÃ© ............................................................................................. I'm sorry. S'il vous plaÃ®t .................................................................................................. Please. Merc
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Shams (2000) What you see is what you hear 

Dec 14, 2000 - Ladan Shams*, Yukiyasu Kamitani*,. Shinsuke Shimojo*â€ . *California Institute of Technology,. Division of Biology, MC 139-74, Pasadena,.
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What to do . . . before saying 'I do' 

I noticed he was wearing a wedding ring. Married daters ... If you want to be in a wedding gown by June, this is .... Shanna and Adam Hales dance during their ...
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Do You “MIND”?™ 

Jun 26, 2007 - Please Contact: [email protected] www.NeuroSky.com. 408-200-6678. 226 Airport Parkway, #638. San Jose, CA 95110. NeuroSkySM, Inc.
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Move Like You Do 

Jun 20, 2016 - Bonus: After 5th Rotation, dance last 16 counts (diagonal hops for M-O-V-E lyrics) and. Restart. A. KNEE POPS, STEP, Â¼ PIVOT, STEP, CROSS ...
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Do You Love Me 

also available from iTunes or tescodigital (start on vocals, approx 16 secs). 56. STEPPIN'OFF. THEPage www.linedancermagazine.com. Approved by: 4 WALL ...
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Neuron do not say what 

Work of Herbert Simon did underline the impossibility of fast calculation at brain's level. The number of successive operation is at best 20 per second and these ...
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Fiberglass Fairings 

chose to make the screen an integral part of the structure simply by leaving .... only if by some magic it could be done with the same engine. It is rare that we.
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See What Flutter Can Do 

air compressors and spray guns, write to The DeVilbiss ... booklet, "The ABC's of Spray Equipment." ... This will save much time and effort in fabricating small.
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transparence - Publish What You Pay 

6 juin 2015 - en compte l'apport de la popula- tion en terme de besoins", a-t-elle déclaré. Avant d'ajouter : "Dans le temps, il y a eu des investisse- ments que la population n'a pas demandés et qui n'ont servi à rien, parce qu'ils ne répondent pas 
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Zistoir dans la kour product details Get from genuine website >> http://urlzz.org/amasco21/pdx/14b1p1am/ Tags: download ebook 403 forbidden - scam or work?: des plumes dans la tete 2003 download, best price des livres solution spirituelle fresh data:
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Why Do You Write? - kakizoli 

Mar 10, 2018 - If a extra traditional workshop is largely based mostly on trial and error - write a narrative and we'll inform you what's improper with it - my ...
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What Do Business Models Do? Narratives ... - Marie Renault 

external money providers such as venture capitalists have been endowed with a crucial .... start'up (equity funding vs. no external capital, intellectual property), ...
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A Review of Key Oscillator Specifications and What They Mean 

High Frequency Design. OSCILLATOR ... design. This tutorial-level article offers a review of oscillator specifica- tions, what .... Practical. PLLs may have noise or discrete spurious responses from circuitry between the loop filter and VCO, power su
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT WING TIPS? 

tip designs you see on aircraft, home- builts included, were inspired more by aesthetic considerations rather than by aerodynamic necessity. Of late the most ...
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